This paper studies the operation of multi-agent networks engaged in multi-task decision problems under the paradigm of simultaneous learning and adaptation. Two scenarios are considered: one in which a decision must be taken among multiple states of nature that are known but can vary over time and space, and another in which there exists a known "normal" state of nature and the task is to detect unpredictable and unknown deviations from it. In both cases the network learns from the past and adapts to changes in real time in a multi-task scenario with different clusters of agents addressing different decision problems. The system design takes care of challenging situations with clusters of complicated structure, and the performance assessment is conducted by computer simulations. A theoretical analysis is developed to obtain a statistical characterization of the agents' status at steady-state, under the simplifying assumption that clustering is made without errors. This provides approximate bounds for the steady-state decision performance of the agents. Insights are provided for deriving accurate performance prediction by exploiting the derived theoretical results.
where the step-size µ > 0 is sufficiently small (less than 2 divided by the largest eigenvalue of matrix Euu T ), see [39, Th. 8.2, p. 147] . It can be shown that Edu − Euu T w i−1 = −∇J(w i−1 ), which makes it possible to rewrite (1) in terms of the gradient vector ∇J(w i−1 ). The resulting expression is useful when alternative cost functions are used.
What is especially relevant in the adaptive framework is the consideration that the quantities Eu T u and Edu may not be known and are expected to vary over time. In these situations, assuming that we have access to streaming data in the form of a sequence of realizations {d(i), u i } i≥1 of d and u, a viable alternative to (1) is obtained if we drop the expectation signs and replace the random variables by their current realizations, yielding the following algorithm: set w 0 = some initial guess,
with a sufficiently small µ. This stochastic gradient approximation (because the true gradient is replaced by a noisy version thereof) is known as the LMS algorithm, see [39, Th. 10.1, p. 166 ]. The LMS algorithm learns the data statistics and at the same time is able to track statistical drifts, which are essential characteristics for the design of cognitive intelligent inference systems with learning and adaptation properties.
B. LMS Algorithm for Decision
Suppose M = 1, namely w i = w(i) and u i = u(i) are scalars, and suppose also u(i) = 1 for all i. Formal substitution in (2) gives: w(0) = 0,
In this article we focus on the version of the algorithm shown in (3) that will be referred to as LMS "for decision". Note that the the right-hand side of (3) is a convex combination: µd(i) + (1 − µ)w(i − 1). By assuming independent and identically distributed (IID) data {d(i)} i≥1 , and iterating (3), we get the output of the LMS algorithm for decision in the form:
and we have
From (5) , we see that the output of the algorithm approximates Ed when the number i of iterations is sufficiently large and the step-size µ is 1. This property, along with the inherent adaptation ability, motivates the use of (3) in decision problems, as will become evident in the following.
C. Multi-Hypothesis Decision and its Geometry
Consider a decision problem involving H exhaustive and mutually exclusive hypotheses H 1 , . . . , H H , and suppose the observed data {x(i)} n i=1 are all drawn from only one of these distributions. We model the data as a random process made of conditionally IID random variables, where the conditioning is with respect to the true hypothesis. Henceforth, we focus on the case that the data are drawn from a finite alphabet A, common to all the probability models H 1 , . . . , H H . The finite-alphabet setting is especially relevant for modern applications. In addition, with finite alphabets, the geometrical interpretation of the multi-hypothesis test is particularly simple and instructive, as we shall see soon. Actually, most results of Sec. IV can be easily generalized to include continuous observations, but the approach pursued in Sec. V is founded on the empirical distribution of the observations, and the generalization to the continuous case is less obvious.
In multi-hypothesis testing with uniform priors (all the hypotheses have the same occurrence probability) and conditionally IID data {x(i)} n i=1 , it is well known that the maximum likelihood (ML) decision h minimizes the error probability P (e), where [40] :
In (6a), p h (x(i)) is the conditional PMF of x(i) given H h . To avoid trivialities, we assume that these PMFs are strictly positive, p h (a) > 0, ∀a ∈ A, and all distinct, namely no two of these can be equal at all points a ∈ A. For simplicity, we also exclude the possibility of multiple maxima in (6a) that would require randomized decisions. Expression (6a) can be rewritten in the following form [41, pp. 377-378] :
log p h (x(i)) = arg min h D(t x(1:n) ||p h ),
where D(p||q) = a∈A p(a) log p(a) q(a) (8) Fig. 1 . Geometry of multi-hypothesis decisions in an example where there are H = 4 hypotheses, represented by the four PMFs p 1 , . . . , p 4 , with cardinality |A| = 3. The probability simplex is a triangle of the three-dimensional space and each point in the simplex is a PMF, whose entries ("coordinates") represent the probabilities of the three letters of the alphabet. The four hypotheses partition the simplex into cells (colored regions) having the PMFs relative to the hypothesis as centroids (bullets). The colored lines show the geodesics connecting the centroids to their closest cell border.
denotes Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance [41] between PMFs p and q, and t x(1:n) is the empirical PMF of the sequence
An insightful geometrical interpretation of (6) immediately follows [42] . To minimize P (e) in (6b): (i) locate the type (or empirical PMF) of the observations in the probability simplex; (ii) compute the KL distance between the type and the H candidate PMFs (hypotheses) p h , h = 1, . . . , H; (iii) decide for the hypothesis yielding the minimum KL distance, as prescribed by the right-hand side of (7) . The probability simplex is thus partitioned into H convex decision cells with piecewise straight line borders, having as centroids the PMFs representing the H hypotheses. This is illustrated 1 in Fig. 1 , for H = 4 hypotheses and alphabet of size 3. Also shown in the figure are the geodesics connecting the centroids to their nearest cell border using the KL "metric". The length of the h-th geodesic measures the asymptotic (large n) exponential rate at which the best error probability conditional to hypothesis H h approaches zero. The overall error probability P (e) in (6b) scales exponentially at rate given by the length of the shortest geodesic, which is the minimum Chernoff information [41] between the H 2 pairs of hypotheses, see [42] for details.
D. Algorithm for Multi-Hypothesis Decision
Of course, in the case of adaptive implementations, there is hardly any hope in obtaining an asymptotically optimal decision maker similar to (6a), because decision performance must be sacrificed to ensure adaptation. However, the previous arguments and geometrical interpretation suggest a suitable decision procedure, as follows. First, as soon as a new observation x(i) is available at time i, the agent computes H log-likelihoods:
Note that, since data {x(i)} i≥1 are conditionally IID, so are the {d (h) (i)} i≥1 with respect to the time index i, for each fixed h. Then, employing {d (h) (i)} i≥1 , the agent implements H parallel iterates of the LMS algorithm for decision shown in (3), one for each of the H log-likelihoods. We refer to these parallel iterates as the branches of the algorithm. Let us denote by w (h) (n) the output of the h-th branch at time n. The decision of the agent at time n is in favor of the hypothesis corresponding to the branch yielding the maximum output:
The rationale is as follows. Let us assume that H h is the true hypothesis. For n 1 we know from (5) that w (h) (n), as function of n, oscillates around its mean value E h log p h (x), and these oscillations can be made as small as desired by using a sufficiently small value of µ. By the strong law of large numbers [43] , with probability one:
which shows that for large n the optimal decision maker shown in (11) approaches the mean value of w (h) (n). Recall also that D(p h ||p h ) ≥ 0 with equality if, and only if, p h (a) = p h (a), ∀a ∈ A, see e.g., [41] . This implies that under hypothesis H h , the mean value of the h -th branch output of the LMS algorithm is given by the negative entropy of p h , and the mean values of all others H − 1 branch outputs are smaller. The picture obtained by Chebyshev inequality is equally informative [44] . For µ 1, the h -th branch output of the LMS algorithm (3) -the one corresponding to the true hypothesis H h -lies with probability at least
In summary, the LMS algorithm in (3) can be used for the decision problem at hand to learn the decision statistic. At the same time, should the hypothesis abruptly change, the algorithm would benefit from its inherent adaptation properties and the algorithm output will start approaching the decision statistics for the new hypothesis. Of course, this adaptation property comes at the cost of some sub-optimal decision performance in steady-state, i.e., when a hypothesis is in force for infinitely long time. The fundamental tradeoff between learning and adaptation is controlled by the step size µ.
III. AGENT NETWORK: DIFFUSION RULE FOR DECISION
Having motivated the usage of the LMS algorithm (3), fed by {d (h) (i)} i≥1 given in (10) , in the context of multihypothesis decision problems, we now proceed to extend the algorithm to multi-agent scenarios, paralleling the well-established generalization of (2) to multi-agent networks in the context of estimation problems [35] .
Consider hence a network of S agents interconnected by a graph structure with nodes representing agents and undirected edges representing connections between them. An example of such network is shown in Fig. 2 . One approach to regulate the interactions of each agent k ∈ {1, . . . , S} with other agents in the network is represented by the so-called ATC (adapt-thencombine) diffusion rule [27, Eq. (49b) ]: for h = 1, . . . , H, set w 
where d (h)
The quantities w (h) k (i), h = 1, . . . , H, will be referred to as the status of agent k at time i. In (13) , the LMS algorithm shown in (3) is employed in (13a) to compute an intermediate value v 
where I k denotes the set of neighbors connected to agent k by an edge in the graph. Note that I k includes k itself: k ∈ I k . We set a k = 0 if ∈ I k , implying that only local interactions are allowed. For simplicity of notation, a kk is denoted by a k , which is assumed strictly positive. Organizing the weights in matrix form results in a right-stochastic matrix with non-negative entries A = [a k ].
Other algorithms have been proposed in the literature of multi-agent adaptive systems. One notable example is the CTA (combine-then-adapt) diffusion rule obtained by switching the order of the steps in (13) 
but there is some advantage to using the ATC shown in (13) rather than the CTA or other similar variants, as discussed in [31] . If in (16b) a diminishing step-size is employed in place of a constant value, i.e., µ = µ(i) → 0 for i → ∞, we obtain an instance of running consensus scheme studied in [15] , [16] , [45] , see e.g., [15, Eq. (1) ]. On the other hand, if we replace the second occurrence of v (h)
, we obtain an algorithm belonging to the class of consensus adaptive schemes, see e.g., [27, Eq. (46c) ]. In general, diffusion algorithms have wider stability ranges and improved performance over consensus schemes, both for constant and diminishing step-sizes, in view of the existing asymmetry in the adaptation step of consensus implementations, as explained in [26] , [27] , [31] . Moreover, diminishing step-sizes limit the adaptation ability of the network, because the weights assigned to new measurements tend to vanish, which limits the use of diminishing step-sizes in dynamic environments [32] , [33] .
For these reasons, in the following we focus on the ATC diffusion scheme with constant step size shown in (13) . A detailed study of the decision performance of multi-agent networks employing a scheme similar to (13) has been carried out in [30] , [32] , and a variation thereof, designed for networks with limited link capacity, can be found in [33] . In all these references, the simplest case of only two hypotheses has been considered, and the arguments in Secs. II-C and II-D suggest how to generalize the results to a multi-hypothesis scenario. We do not go into the details of these generalizations. Instead, we now focus on the case of multi-task adaptive networks, for which there is recent literature addressing estimation problems [34] - [38] but only limited if hardly any studies are available for decision problems similar to those considered in the next two sections.
IV. DECISIONS WITH INFORMED AGENTS A. Problem Formulation
We now consider the case of multi-task networks for decision problems, in which agents of the network belong to different clusters. The observations made by agents belonging to the same cluster are conditionally IID, similarly to the case of single-task networks addressed so far. However, observations made by agents belonging to different clusters are conditionally independent but may not be identically distributed. Note that the conditioning is with respect to the global state of nature, i.e., given the observation models of all clusters.
An example will help clarify the addressed scenario. Consider the network in Fig. 2 made of S = 35 agents grouped in two clusters, and suppose that there are H = 4 possible states of nature H 1 , . . . , H 4 , characterized by the four PMFs p 1 , . . . , p 4 . In Fig. 2 different symbols/colors represent agents belonging to different clusters. Suppose the observations made by agents in the first cluster, say those denoted by squares, are initially drawn from a certain PMF, say p 2 , and at some later time the distribution changes to p 4 , then to p 1 and then to p 3 . Likewise, suppose the observations made by agents in the second cluster (circles) are initially drawn from a PMF p 3 , which at some later time changes to p 4 . The succession of the states of nature for the two clusters are illustrated by the bands in the bottom part of Fig. 2 using different colors for different hypotheses, as shown in the legend. The task of the network is to make decisions about the state of nature at each instant of time, for each agent.
Agents are informed, meaning that the ensemble of all PMFs p 1 , . . . , p H , corresponding to the possible state of nature H 1 , . . . , H H are known to all agents. However, agents do not know the cluster that they belong to, neither do they know when and how the state of nature changes for each cluster. In fact, we address the challenging scenario in which the states of nature change in time in an unpredictable and uncontrollable way, also asynchronously with respect to the various clusters, as illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 2 . It is not excluded that, at any given time, the observations made by different clusters are drawn from the same probability distribution. Fig. 3 . A circular network in which the central agent belongs to a cluster and all other agents to a different cluster. This ad-hoc configuration is used to illustrate the challenges arising in multi-task networks, where the presence of non-effective neighbor agents is potentially catastrophic.
Due to the complete lack of knowledge about the succession of states of nature, agents have no hope to learn from the past some rule of succession: the network is faced with a multi-hypothesis test among H equally likely alternatives, at each time instant, for each agent.
B. Challenges of Multi-Task Scenario
In single-task networks, we have seen that one suitable decision criterion for multi-hypothesis decision problems amounts to selecting the branch yielding the maximum output among the H parallel branches of the ATC procedure shown in (13), fed by the values {d (14) . A natural generalization to the multi-task scenario would be as follows. First, let us define the effective neighbors E k of agent k as those agents in I k whose cluster is the same as that of agent k. Second, define at each time i the set E k (i) of estimated effective neighbors of agent k, as those agents from I k whose local decision at time i − 1 is the same as the decision of agent k:
The set E k (i) is random and contains the indexes of the agents in I k that at time i are believed to belong to the same cluster as agent k. Computation of E k (i) requires a modest communication burden among agents, to deliver their decisions to the neighbors. Then, the combination step (13b) of the ATC procedure for agent k is modified to include only the neighbor agents belonging to E k (i): the right-stochastic combination matrix A with nonnegative entries becomes random and time-varying:
The entries {a k } S k=1 on the main diagonal of A(i) are nonrandom, do not vary in time, are strictly positive, and represent design parameters.
In the absence of any reason to distinguish between the agents belonging to E k (i) \ {k}, a meaningful choice for the combination matrix is
where the last two lines of (19) apply when no agent in I k makes the same decision as agent k, in which case the combination step of the ATC rule is void, and w (h)
Although (17) and (18) appear as natural choices, we must be careful. In many applications, most neighbor agents belong to the same cluster, because the cluster membership depends on the geographic position of the agents. However, we want to address the general case in which the cluster membership is not structured and it may happen, for instance, that all neighbors of a given agent belong to a cluster different from that of the agent. This situation is particularly challenging, and a system design based on (17) and (18) may not be sufficient.
To illustrate the problem, consider the network shown in Fig. 3 with S = 30 agents, in which the central agent (square) belongs to cluster 1 and all other agents on the circumference (circles) belong to cluster 2. Let µ = 0.05, and let the matrix Fig. 3 . The status is composed of four elements and the largest of these elements determines the decision of the agent. Note in the top panel that agent 1 behaves as if it belonged to cluster 2, which is due to the presence of many non-effective neighbors. Without a careful design of the diffusion mechanism, the presence of neighbors can impair the agent's decision ability. A(i) be that shown in (19) , with a k = 0.5 for all agents. Suppose H = 4 and assume that the four PMFs corresponding to H 1 , . . . , H 4 , are
Implementing algorithm (13), with {d (14), we obtain the agent status w Fig. 4 . It is seen that agent 1, belonging to cluster 1, tends to behave as if it belongs to cluster 2. This can be explained by considering that agent 1 is surrounded by many agents of cluster 2 and therefore in the presence of occasional wrong decisions, agent 1 combines its intermediate status with those of the surrounding agents. At that point, the status of agent 1 begins to be strongly influenced by that of its neighbors, with the disastrous consequences shown in Fig. 4 . In summary, in multi-task networks, with arbitrary cluster memberships and unpredictable changes in the state of nature, the presence of the neighbors, instead of providing a beneficial diversity, may prove to be catastrophic if not handled properly.
C. Algorithm Design
The aforementioned difficulties can be avoided by separating the status update from the mechanism used to estimate the cluster membership, at the cost of some additional local computation. Our approach is motivated by the formulation developed in [46] for estimation problems.
Let z (h) k (i), h = 1, . . . , H, be the status of agent k at time i when the agent is assumed to be isolated from the network, namely, let us define z (h) k (0) = 0, and for i ≥ 1,
where d (h) k (i) is defined in (14) . Status (22) is used to update step-by-step the combination matrix A(i), by defining the set E k (i) of estimated effective neighbors of agent k as
where (23) employs z (h) (i) instead of w (h) (i), which was employed in (17) . Clearly, now each agent updates two iterates: (14) . The former evolves as described in (22) and characterizes agent k in isolation, while the latter evolves according to (13) , with A(i) as in (18) , and E k (i) given by (23) .
Returning to the example addressed in Fig. 4 , using the proposed modification (23) in place of (17), we obtain more comfortable results, as seen in Fig. 5 where the local decisions of agent 1 are now correct most of the time. The following algorithm summarizes the proposed ATC diffusion scheme for decision in multi-task environments, with reference to the generic k-th agent.
Algorithm IA: Decisions by Informed Agents
Problem Formulation
A second decision problem that is of great relevance for practical applications is now introduced. Suppose that the network is engaged in a binary detection task, as follows. Either observations made at all agents are IID and come from one and the same "null" model H 0 , statistically characterized by PMF p 0 , or some "alternative" event H 1 takes place, in which case data collected by agents are independent and drawn from unknown PMFs, different from p 0 . We have two possible states of nature and we want to decide which is true between H 0 and H 1 . We refer to this decision problem as that of partially-informed agents because we assume that agents of the network know the PMF p 0 but the statistical distributions of their measurements under the alternative hypothesis H 1 are unknown.
As before, agents are grouped into clusters and, under H 1 , agents of the same cluster collect IID data, while agents belonging to different clusters collect independent but possibly non-identically distributed data. We do not pose restrictions on the distributions active under H 1 , except that they must be strictly positive over the same alphabet as p 0 , and different from p 0 . In addition, the succession of states H 0 → H 1 → H 0 , . . . is arbitrary -changing times are unknown and not probabilistically modeled -and agents of each cluster may experience different alternative distributions under different "H 1 " epochs. Changes in the state of nature are synchronous across the whole network.
We do not assign a-priori probabilities to H 0 and H 1 . The decision performance is measured in terms of type I error probability (also called false alarm), which is the probability of making the wrong decision under H 0 , and type II error probability (miss detection), which is the probability of making the wrong decision under H 1 . The reason is that when the presence of some "alternative" situation H 1 must be detected, which intervenes to modify the "normal" status of nature H 0 , the two error events may have quite different meaning and impact. In these situations, a sensible optimization criterion is the Neyman-Pearson formulation [47] : minimize type II error probability subject to a constraint on type I error probability.
B. Algorithm Design 1) Test Formulation:
In the informed agent decision problem, the rationale behind the design of the diffusion algorithm was founded on constructing a surrogate of the optimal log-likelihood decision statistic. In the case of partially informed agents, it is self-evident that the approach must be modified, because agents cannot compute anymore the log-likelihoods as in (14) . Then, our goal is to make the agent status an approximation of the type (empirical PMF) of the observations, in light of the asymptotic optimality of the Hoeffding procedure [48] :
in testing a known p 0 "against everything else". In (24) t x k (1:n) denotes the type of the sequence x k (1 : n) = [x k (1), x k (2), . . . , x k (n)] of observations at agent k, D(·||·) denotes KL divergence [41] , γ is a suitable threshold level, and the qualification asymptotic refers to n → ∞ in x k (1 : n), assuming that such sequence is made of IID components. Using (24) as guideline, the design of the diffusion algorithm for multi-task networks is now addressed. Without loss in generality, let A = {1, . . . , M } be the observation alphabet, so that x k (i) = m, for some m = 1, . . . , M . In place of (14), we define at any agent k, for i ≥ 1,
namely, d 
where d (m) k (i) is now defined by (25) . The decision made by agent k at time i is
where w k (i) = [w (1) k (i), . . . , w (M ) k (i)] T and where γ is chosen to satisfy the type I error constraint. 2) Challenges: Suppose for a moment that the coefficients a k in (26b) are constant in time and satisfy (15) , which means that all neighbors of agent k are included in the combination step (26b), regardless of the cluster that they belong to. In such case, when H 0 is in force for a time long enough and µ 1, using relationships (5) we expect that w This would be problematic because such weighted combination could be close to the probability of symbol m under p 0 , and this "balancing effect" impairs the decision ability of the network. This argument shows that also in the case of partially informed agents, any agent k needs to implement a mechanism aimed at selecting its effective neighbors, thus avoiding potentially dangerous influences from neighbor agents belonging to different clusters.
3) Addressing the Challenges: In the same spirit of the approach proposed in [46] and pursued in Sec. IV, we introduce the iterate z k (i) that uses only the data collected by agent k. This status is used to obtain a measure of distance between the status of agent k and the status of its neighbors. Only when this distance is small enough, the neighbor agent is included in the combination step of (26). In formulas, similarly to (22) : z 
where d (m) k (i) is given by (25) . Exploiting (28) we define a time-varying combination matrix A(i), by introducing the set E k (i) of estimated effective neighbors of agent k as
where in computing the Euclidean norm, z k (i − 1) is regarded as an M -vector with entries z (1)
. Similarly for z (i − 1). In (29) the threshold level δ is a design parameter. Combination matrix A(i) is defined as a right-stochastic matrix of nonnegative entries with the property a k = 0 for ∈ E k (i), where E k (i) is given by (29) . One typical choice for A(i) is shown in (19) .
At the cost of some repetition, Algorithm PIA summarizes the decision/diffusion procedure with reference to the generic k-th agent.
Algorithm PIA: Event Detection by Part. Infor. Agents (25) two thresholds: γ (see output below), and δ, see (29) Output: w
VI. APPROXIMATE STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the statistical characterization of the agents' status for the two decision problems of informed and partially informed agents is derived under the simplifying assumption that the diffusion algorithm employs the exact combination matrix, A. Namely, we let E k (i) = E k in (18) , as if the clustering operation would be made without errors. To provide a unified treatment of the two decision problems, we use the index r = 1 . . . , R, to denote, respectively:
for the case of informed agents, m = 1, . . . , M, for case partially informed agents.
By straightforward algebra the following explicit expression for w (r) k (i) can be derived:
where b k (j) is the (k, )-entry of matrix B(j) = A j . By stacking the quantities in (31b) for r = 1, . . . , R, into a vector:
we obtain a triangular array of vectors as follows:
Henceforth, d (r) k (i), whose definition for the two decision problems is given in (14) and (25), is abbreviated as d (r) k whenever the value of the index i is immaterial. Theorem 1 In the limit i → ∞ followed by µ → 0, the sum i j=1 q k (i, j) − Eq k (i, j) of the zero-mean version of the i-th row of the array (33) converges in distribution to a multivariate zero-mean Gaussian vector with R × R covariance matrix β k (A) Λ k , where the entries of matrix Λ k are given by
and the scalar β k (A) is defined as
and satisfies
Proof: See Appendix A.
where t (r) k (i, j) is defined as in (31b) with b k (j) replaced by one if k = and zero otherwise. Then, in the limit i → ∞ followed by µ → 0, the sum i j=1 q k (i, j) − Eq k (i, j) from (33) converges in distribution to a multivariate zero-mean Gaussian vector with R × R covariance matrix Λ k /2, where Λ k is given in (34) . The observation model is shown in (43) . Recall that agents 1 and 13 belong to cluster 1, while agents 4 and 18 to cluster 2. In this example µ = 0.05, A(i) is shown in (19) with a k = 0.5, for all k, and E k (i) is given by (23) . 
VII. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS A. Informed Agents
The diffusion algorithm for informed agents provides inherent adaptation properties to the network. This is confirmed, for instance, by Fig. 5 , where we see that agents promptly react to changes in the state of nature. A natural question at this point is to inquire about the decision performance of the network. We now investigate by computer experiments the decision properties of the adaptive system at steady-state, namely when the state of nature is constant for a long period of time.
With reference to the network shown in Fig. 2 (but ignoring now the colored bands in the bottom panel), let us consider the following setup: µ = 0.05, combination matrix A(i) as in (19) with a k = 0.5 for all agents, E k (i) given by (23) , and H = 4 hypotheses, characterized respectively by the PMFs: 
wherein p 11 = p 12 = p 13 = 1/3. Note that the larger is α ≥ 0, the more "different" are the PMFs, while for α = 0 the four hypotheses collapse into one and the same distribution. The results of computer experiments using n = 1000 steps (namely, each agent k takes the decision after that the state of nature has been constant for 1000 steps of the algorithm) and 5000 Monte Carlo runs are shown in the top plot of Fig. 6 for the case in which agents of cluster 1 are under hypothesis H 4 (PMF p 4 ) and agents of cluster 2 are under hypothesis H 1 (PMF p 1 ) . The bottom bottom plot of Fig. 6 shows the case in which agents of cluster 1 are under hypothesis H 3 and agents of cluster 2 are under hypothesis H 2 . Figure 6 shows the error probability conditioned to the global state of nature (i.e., given the observation models of all clusters) P (e | s.o.n.), at the four agents 1, 13, 4, and 18, where the decisions are made according to (11) . As seen in Fig. 2 , agent 1 belongs to cluster 1 and has 11 neighbors (recall that the number of neighbors includes the agent itself) and 11 effective neighbors, namely all its neighbors belong to its own cluster. We see that the error probability at agent 1 decreases rapidly with α, and this can be explained by the substantial diversity gain obtained by exchanging its status with that of the neighbors. Agent 13, which is also of cluster 1, has 4 neighbors and only 1 of these agents (itself) belongs to cluster 1. We expect worse performance with respect to agent 1, because there is no diversity gain is this case. Indeed, while for very small values of α the error probability is essentially the same of that experienced by agent 1, such probability decreases now more slowly when α grows.
Consider next agent 4, belonging to cluster 2, which has 5 neighbors all of which are from cluster 2, and let us compare its error probability with that of agent 18, belonging to cluster 2, which has 5 neighbors but only 3 are effective. As expected, agent 4 performs better than agent 18. Note that for very small values of α, the error probability essentially depends only on the cluster of the agent, while at large α the error probability seems smaller for agents with larger number of effective neighbors. This is further indication that the network exploits properly the presence of neighbors of the same cluster. Comments to the bottom plot of Fig. 6 are similar.
Next, we exploit the results of Sec. VI to provide approximate upper and lower bounds for the error probability of agent k. Recall that w = h } is estimated by Monte Carlo counting and is taken as an approximate lower bound of the actual performance, because of the assumption of knowing the connection matrix A.
In Fig. 7 the same example of Fig. 6 is considered. The error probability for agents 1 and 4 is shown along with the approximate lower and upper bounds. Note that, by adjusting in an ad-hoc manner the variance-reduction factor β k (A) in (35) , within the range shown in (36) , the lower bound becomes a close approximation, as shown by the small circles in the figure. This observation hints at future approaches for obtaining reliable approximations, beyond the derived bounds.
Other agents of the network in Fig. 4 show similar behavior, with the exception of agents with a large number of non-effective neighbors relative to the effective ones, such as agents 7, 13, 19 . For these agents, the error probability may be larger than the error probability of the agents themselves operating in isolation, and the upper bound can be violated. In these circumstances, our performance prediction is of limited utility and a different approach should be pursued.
B. Partially Informed Agents
Consider next the decision properties of the adaptive system for partially-informed agents, at steady-state. Let us refer again to the network shown in Fig. 2 (ignoring the colored bands in the bottom panel). The simulation setup is as follows: µ = 0.05, the combination matrix A(i) is that shown in (19) wherein a k = 0.5 for all agents, and E k (i) is given by (29) . Hypothesis H 0 is modeled by PMF
with p 01 = p 02 = p 03 = 1/3. Under H 1 , we assume the following distributions
Note that the distributions in (44)- (47) are exactly those shown in (43) , but with different subscripts. Recall also that the distributions under H 1 are unknown to the agents. By means of 5000 Monte Carlo runs, we estimate the threshold γ in (27) such that type I error probability equals 10 −1 , and then estimate the correspondent type II error probability by 500 Monte Carlo runs. In both cases, the agents' decisions are taken after n = 1000 time steps during which the the state of nature remains constant. The performance of the agents is shown in Fig. 8 . Consider first the top panel, in which we assume that agents of cluster 1 collect data drawn from PMF p 2 , and agents of cluster 2 from p 1 . The curves in black refer to all 35 agents, with the threshold (47) . In this figure type I error probability is set to 10 −1 , the step-size is µ = 0.05, and the combination matrix A(i) is that shown in (19) with a k = 0.5 for all k, and E k (i) given by (29) . Curves have been smoothed for better rendering. Top: Observations for agents of cluster 1 are drawn from p 2 , and those for cluster 2 from p 1 . The 35 curves in black refer to δ = 0.2. The 35 curves in blue almost exactly superimposed refer to δ = 0.01. Also shown in red is the performance of agent 7 with δ = ∞. Bottom: Observations made by agents of cluster 1 are drawn from p 3 , and those made by agents of cluster 2 from p 2 . Curves in black refer to δ = 0.2, curves in blue refer to δ = 0.01. Also shown in red is the performance of agent 1 with δ = ∞. appearing in (29) given by δ = 0.2, a value chosen empirically after some trials and errors. We see that, for α → 0, type II error probability equals one minus type I error probability, as it must be. As α grows, type II error probability decreases and approaches zero for large values of α; this monotonic behavior is expected because the larger is α the more "different" are the distributions under H 0 and H 1 .
The same dependence on α is observed for δ = 0.01, see curves in blue. As expected, for so small values of δ, agents behave as if they were in isolation, that is, v (26) and (28) . In this case, from the curves in blue, we see that the all agents perform similarly, which can be explained by noting that D(p 0 ||p 1 ) = D(p 0 ||p 2 ) or, in other words, agents of the two clusters are faced with "similarly difficult" decision problems. On the other hand, for large values of δ the agents tend to interact with all their neighbors, both effective and not effective, and their status approximates an average of that of the neighboring agents. Under H 1 , due to the symmetry between the PMFs in (45) and (46), it may happen that the agent status approaches the PMF p 0 given in (44) . An example of this phenomenon is shown by the curve in red in the top panel of Fig. 8 , which is the performance of agent 7 when δ is so large that the inequality in (29) is always verified, implying E k (i) = I k for all i. This is a manifestation of the the balancing effect mentioned in Sec. V-B2. We see that the choice of δ is critical for ensuring good decision performance at steady-state.
Consider next the bottom panel of Fig. 8 , where it is assumed that observations made by agents of cluster 1 are drawn from p 3 and observations made by agents of cluster 2 from p 2 . The 35 curves in black show the type-II error probability of the agents for δ = 0.2. The behavior is qualitatively similar to that in the top panel. The 35 curves in blue refer to δ = 0.01 and represent the performance of isolated agents. As expected, when operating in isolation, agents of cluster 1 perform similarly (curves are superimposed), as do agents of cluster 2. The latter (with PMF p 2 ) perform slightly better than the former (PMF p 3 ), which can be intuitively explained by noting that D(p 0 ||p 2 ) > D(p 0 ||p 3 ).
Due to the structure of the PMFs there is no danger that a weighted combination of p 2 and p 3 yields p 0 , see (44) , (46) and (47) . Therefore, in the example addressed in the bottom panel of Fig. 8 , the balancing effect described in Sec. V-B2 cannot occur. In these circumstances, extending the diffusion mechanism also to agents belonging to different clusters provides additional decision capability. In other words, the larger is δ, the better is the agents' performance, so that choosing δ = ∞, i.e., E k (i) = I k , would be the best option. For δ = ∞ we only show the performance of agent 1, not to crowd the figure, see the curve in red. In summary, if one can exclude the occurrence of the balancing problems described in Sec. V-B2, then the network design for partially-informed agents simplifies to (26) , with constant combination matrix A satisfying (15) .
As done in the previous subsection for the case of informed agents, we now exploit the results of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of Sec. VI to provide approximate bounds for the error probability of agent k. In particular, exploiting (38) , by Monte Carlo runs we first estimate the value of γ appearing in (27) that ensures a type I error probability of 10 −1 , and then we estimate the correspondent type II error probability. This gives the lower bound. Exploiting (39) , the same procedure yields the upper bound. The results are shown in Fig. 9 , which refers to the same example of Fig. 8 . The error probability for agents 1 and 4, already shown in Fig. 8 , is depicted along with the approximate lower and upper bounds, and an approximation (circles) obtained by selecting β k (A) in (35) in an ad-hoc manner. Results similar to those shown in Fig. 9 are obtained for other agents, with the exception of agents surrounded by many non-effective neighbors relative to the effective ones (e.g., agents 7, 13, 19) , for which the lower bound might be violated. As in the case of informed agents, our performance prediction is of limited utility for agents lying on cluster borders. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two multi-task decision problems are considered: one in which agents know the possible states of nature (informed agents) and their task is to decide among these time/space-varying multiple possibilities, and another in which agents know the statistics of their observations under a "normal" state of nature, and are tasked to detect unknown time/spacevarying deviations from this normal state (partially informed agents). In both cases the decision problem must be resolved without knowledge of the clusters that the agents belong to. Diffusion mechanisms are designed as modification of the ATC rule, using two continuously updated status components, driven by the locally observed stream of data combined with data delivered by nearby agents.
Computer simulations show good decision performance at steady-state, even under challenging situations, confirming that the clustering mechanism works properly. A theorem is proved that yields a statistical characterization of the agents' status at steady-state, under the simplifying assumption that clustering is made without errors. This status characterization is exploited to derive approximate upper and lower bounds for the decision performance.
Because of the underlying assumption of perfect clustering, the derived bounds may be violated in special situations of agents for which the fraction of non-effective neighbors is large. Therefore, our performance prediction may be poor for agents located on cluster borders, which requires further studies. Another future line of research is to develop closer approximations of the system performance, starting from the status characterization provided in this paper. Insights in this direction have been provided.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The Kramér-Wold device [49, Th. 29.4] states that an R-dimensional zero-mean random vector q(i) − Eq(i) converges in distribution to a random vector with distribution N R (0, Σ) (when i → ∞) if, and only if, the scalar u T [q(i) − Eq(i)] converges in distribution to N (0, u T Σu), for all vectors u ∈ R . This allows us to generalize the central limit theorem (CLT) for triangular arrays of scalar random variables, see e.g., [43, Th. 27.2] , [50, Th. 1.15], to triangular arrays made of random vectors. However, to apply these results to our case, lim i→∞ should be replaced with the double limit lim µ→0 lim i→∞ , which can be addressed as done in [33, App. B] . This way, we obtain the version of the Lindeberg-Feller CLT for arrays of vectors given in [51, Prop. 2.27 ] under a double limit formulation, which reads as follows. With reference to Theorem 1, fix k, i, and j, and note that each entry of the vector q k (i, j) in (33) has finite variance because p h (a) > 0, ∀a ∈ A, implies |d (r) k (·)| 2 ≤ N for all r, k, and some N > 0. Note also that the elements on each row of the array (33) are mutually independent. Let COV(·) denote the covariance matrix of a random vector, and let I(·) be the indicator function. If, for some covariance matrix Σ and every > 0, lim µ→0 lim i→∞ i j=1 COV(q k (i, j)) = Σ,
lim µ→0 lim i→∞ i j=1 E q k (i, j) 2 I q k (i, j) > = 0,
then i j=1 q k (i, j) − Eq k (i, j) converges in distribution to a zero-mean R-vector with covariance matrix Σ, for i → ∞ followed by µ → 0.
Consider the expression in (48) . By exploiting the independence of the observations x k (i) for different values of k, simple calculations show that the covariance of the two variables t
